We would take that despised outcast of the building industry—the
concrete block—out from underfoot in the gutter—find a hitherto un-
suspected soul in it—make it live as a thing of beauty—textured like the
trees. Yes, the building would be made of concrete blocks, but as a kind
of tree itself standing there at home among the other trees in its own
native land.
All we would have to do would be to educate the concrete blocks, refine
them and knit all together with steel in the joints and so construct the
joints that they could be poured full of concrete by any boy after they were
set up by common labour and a steel-strand laid in the interior joints. The
walls would thus become thin but solid reinforced slabs, impressionable
to any desire for pattern imaginable. Yes, common labour could do it all.
We would make the walls double, of course, one wall facing inside and
the other wall facing outside, thus getting continuous hollow spaces be-
tween, so the house would be cool in summer, warm in winter and dry-
always. Inside, the textured blocks—or the plain ones—would make a
fine background for old pictures, fine books, and tapestries. Outside—well,
in that clear sunshine, even the eucalyptus tree would respect the house
and love it for what it was. Instead of a fire-trap for her precious book-
collections and antiques she would have a house fireproof. I talked this idea
over with her, and the more she listened to it the more she liked it. I made
some tentative plans. Provided the whole has an old-world atmosphere,
said Alice Millard, I will like it. I said it would have.
I forgot to mention that Alice Millard had just ten thousand dollars to
put into the house—might get two thousand more, probably not. Bankers
were Yesterday, out there too, and hostile to ideas as everywhere. The
greater the idea the greater this banker-phobia. So the whole scheme must
be excessively modest. For instance, Alice Millard wanted only an unusually
large living-room with a great fireplace, a beautiful balcony over it from
which her own sleeping room might open. That bedroom should be roomy
too, with dressing room, a balcony in that too and a bath, of course. One
for the balcony would be nice to have.
Then there must be a good-sized guest-room that might be an office
when not in use otherwise, and a bath. Two baths of course. And a dining-
room, not so small either—little parties—with pantry, kitchen, servants*
bedroom, store-rooms and baths. Making three baths. My client's tastes
were good. She did not want cheap woods. She did not want, of all things,
cheap hardware. She abominated poor workmanship and knew it when she
saw it. She never failed to see it. There was to be nothing shoddy about that
house. And a garage was to be thrown in as integral feature of the whole
just for good measure. She would be glad to have all this permanent, have
it fireproof, and have it as beautiful as it was going to be for $10,000.00
(the first sum mentioned).
So one day after the plans were ready she came enthusiastically to say:
Tve found just the man to build our "thoroughbred'1 house. I've been
talking with "him and went with him to see a house he's just finished for a
friend of mine. It cost her less than he said it would. He gave her lots of

